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Do your students get lost in the sea of research
resources available to them?
Do they struggle to identify the most important
literature in their field?
SAGE Navigator can help. It is the only resource
that provides access to the seminal pieces in the
literature on 300+ topics. These key readings have
been hand-selected and contextualized by experts
in their field, giving your students the confidence that
these resources are exactly what they need to kick
start their literature search and review process.

recommended key readings

As a boost for the research projects
of graduate students and faculty
members in the social sciences,
SAGE Navigator would be a useful
addition for many academic libraries.
Particularly well served would be
institutions emphasizing the fields
of business, education, political
science, and sociology
— Jim Frutchey, Booklist
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Quick and advanced search options
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What does SAGE Navigator provide?
•A
 n extensive guide to each topic by a
leading academic in the field
•A
 list of between 60-120 recommended
key readings for each topic – journals
articles, book chapters and more – from
over 1,000 publishers
•A
 bstracts or extracts for key readings with
links to the full text where available
•A
 n interactive chronology which visualizes
the development of research over time

Multiple citation options

How does it benefit researchers,
faculty and students?
•S
 aves time – researchers can quickly and
easily select the best quality literature in
their chosen field or topic
•G
 ives confidence in research - it brings a
voice of authority to their literature review
•O
 pens up research opportunities – the
chronology shows patterns or gaps in
the research
To make SAGE Navigator even more powerful,
it is hosted on SAGE Knowledge, the easyto-use platform which provides electronic
access to thousands of SAGE titles. SAGE
Navigator enables researchers undertaking a
literature search or review to quickly and easily
discover the seminal works in their field from
one source.
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Save when you purchase SAGE Navigator
with SAGE Knowledge Collections!
Purchasing options:
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• Education

• Psychology

• Geography
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• Health and Social Care
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